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1 Language, login and menu 
 
1.1 Language 
Skydda.com is generally an English site but the product information can be read in 
two languages, English or Danish. The language can be selected in the header.  

 
 
1.2 Login 
 
You can log in by "Log in" in the header. Here you can also click on "Forgotten 
password" if you have forgotten your password. 
 

 
 
The difference between logged in and logged out. When you logged into the 
webshop you can: 

• Place an order 
• See the contracted prices, discounts, base prices etc. 
• Get access to My account (invoices, shipments, order history, etc.). 
• With administrator rights you have access to “Buy for” another user in your 

organization. 
 
 

1.3 Lösenord 
When you become a customer of ours, you get a login and a password for our e-
commerce. As an administrator in an organization, you can also set up new users for 
e-commerce in your own organization. See more under the chapter "My pages" and 
section "User management". 
If you have forgotten your password, you can click on "Forgotten password" under 
the login box. 
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An administrator can change passwords for all users in their own organization under 
My Pages. After 9 incorrectly typed passwords, your account will be locked and an 
administrator must reactivate this. Read more under "My pages" and the section 
"User management" how to adjust a locked user account and change the password. 

 
1.4 Menu 
In the top menu you will find a mega menu under "Products" with all product 
categories and product groups. Here you will also find Discontinued products. 
Discontinued products are shown here for 6 months as a rule, but there are 
exceptions as they may need to remain longer. 
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2 Filter, sort and compare 
 
To find the right product, there are several ways to refine your selection. Below is a 
description of the functions filtering, sorting and comparison on category pages. 
 

 
 
 
2.1 Filtering 
When you enter a Category e.g. Shoes and boots, you see all the underlying product 
groups. You can filter either on the top level "Shoes and boots" or on one of the 
underlying product categories, eg "Protective shoes". By marking different values you 
can filter your needs to find the right product. 
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2.2 Sorting 
The product cards can be sorted based on the following options: 
Price - Arrow down shows sorting from lowest recommended price. Arrow up shows 
sorting from highest price. 
Relevance – As default from PIM 
A-Z – Alphabetically. 
New - Publication date. The newest date on product is at the top. 

 
 
 
 
2.3 Compare products 
To easily compare products, you can use the function "Compare". You can compare 
4 products at most and then click on "Compare products". The price you can see 
(when logged in) is the recommended price of the product.
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3 Product page 
A product has a product page and one or several items pages (depending on how 
many articles it is). On the product page you get general information about the 
product and its properties. 
 
3.1 Pictures 
You can zoom the image and also download a web image. 
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3.2 Accessories and spare parts 
You can easily see which accessories and spare parts are available for a product. 
You can find a drop list of items by clicking on the plus sign after e.g. Accessories. 
 

 

 
Click on the item and you will come to the item page of the accessory. On this page 
you can also see which product an accessory (or a spare part) fits. 
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3.3 Documents 
Under the tab “Document” you will find e.g. Declaration of conformity, Instruction of 
use and Size guides for clothes etc.

 
 
 
 
3.4 Long description 
By hoovering the item description, you can see the long description that provides 
more detailed information about the item. The last string is the supplier's item number 
(230-50,38). 
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3.5 Buy all items 
You can register more order lines before pressing the button “buy”. You can, for 
example register all sizes you want to buy and after that click on "Buy all" to add all 
the items to the shopping cart. 
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4 Item page 
 
By clicking on an item on the product page or searching for an item number, you will 
come to an item page. On the item page, you will find more detailed information 
about the item and you can also see the prices and discounts etc. 
 
4.1 Prices 
As logged in, you see unique prices (net prices), base prices and discounts on the 
item page. Base price and net price are in the customer's currency (DKK for Danish 
customers, EUR for Export customers) and Recommended price (RRP) is in Euro. 
This is because there is only one recommended price list (RRP) for the export 
market. You always see the recommended price with EUR displayed after the 
amount. 

 
 
4.2 Next delivery 
You find next delivery (quantity and delivery date) under “Next delivery” and an 
information box (i). By holding the mouse over the (i), you get an explanation of the 
symbol after the parentheses. * in this case, means that the order is confirmed by the 
supplier. 
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4.3 Alternative item 
You can find information about alternative item on the item page. This will show up if 
we can recommend some other product in case of a discontinued product.

 
 
 
 
Any reference to Alternative article can also be found in the article table on both the 
product page and the article page.

 
 
 
 
 
 
4.4 Search for an item in the order history 
On the item page, you can click on the item number to check out if the item is 
included in previous orders. You will be transferred to My account/Search order rows.
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4.5 Detailed information about the item 
On item page you can find "Detailed info" with more information about the item. Here 
you can find e.g. statistical number, weights, volumes, supplier item nr etc.  

 
 
BK04: The Swedish Construction group 
Finfo_Number: Finfo/Vilma item no – used in Construction trade 
Class: Skydda goods and discount grouping. PRG in this case S18 (the higher 
group) which in turn can be divided into several AGRs (in this case 7522). PRG = 
Product group, AGR = Article group. 
JVGR: A grouping of goods that the hardware store used to group articles. It is no 
longer maintained. 
Nobbnr: For the Norwegian market 
UNSPSC: United Nations Standard Products and Services Code (UNSPSC). 
Internationally recognized and the same codes are used in all countries. UNSPSC is 
cross-industry and the structure covers all industries and product areas. UNSPSC is 
translated into Swedish and managed by GS1 Sweden. 
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5 News, To be discontinued and Discontinued 
 
5.1 Newsflag 
The News flag will appear on new products for 6 months. You can find news either in 
the top menu under "Product news" or by sorting by “News”. 
 

 
 
 
5.2 Flag To be discontinued and Discontinued 
 
To be discontinued will be shown as a “T” on the items row in a grey box. 
 
Discontinued will be shown in the black box. 
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6 Shopping cart 
 
6.1 Delivery information 
In this area you can choose how you want your delivery. Most customers probably 
only have one order type in the system. Talk to Skydda about the different options. 
You can find the order type's lead time, order stop time, order stop day etc.

 
 
 
6.2 Order marking (mandatory) 
Requirements for the order mark in the shopping cart can be set at the user level. 
Should any user have a mandatory order mark as a requirement, you can set this 
control on the user under user settings on My Pages. Read more under chapter 7 My 
Pages and User Management. Then the user will not be able to shop without filling in 
the Order mark field. 
 

 
 

 
6.3 Campaign code 
When we have various campaigns and offers, you may need to enter a campaign 
code to receive any extra discounts, promotional materials, etc. When you give us 
the campaign code, we go in and adjust your order afterwards with any discounts 
and promotional materials. You will see your final order total as well as promotional 
material under order history after we have registered it. You can enter 28 characters 
in the campaign code field. 
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6.4 Delivery later in time 
If you want a delivery further in the future in order to plan this, you can set a desired 
date by selecting in the calendar. The date given is the date the delivery is sent from 
Skydda. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

6.5 Quick registration 
Here you can do a quick registration for items. You can navigate by tabs and then 
click Add order row. 
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6.6 Order rows 
 
You can find the complete shopping cart and you can add or delete rows or adjust 
the quantity here. You can shop by item number or by GTIN number.

 
6.7 Order template 
Before you send the order, you can save it in an order template to use for future 
repeat orders. Either you save it in an existing order template that you previously 
created, or you create a new one. 
You can set the order template as private (only visible to you) or you choose to share 
it "Shared" in your organization (all users can access the template).

 
 
The order template is saved under My account/Order templates. You can also 
choose to add articles to an order template on the product/article pages. 
 
6.7.1 Upload an order template from csv file 
You can upload a CSV file (Excel). Find more information under chapter My 
account/Order templates. 
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7 My account 
 
7.1 My account 
 
7.1.1 Page My acoount 
Here you will find all your information 
• Personal information 
• Standard delivery address 
• Customer information (customer number, customer group, country code, org 
number, etc.) 
• Order information (order types, order stop days, and order stop time) 

 
 
7.1.2 Change password 
Here you can change to your own password. The password must be at least: 8 
characters, 1 number and 1 letter. If the customer is with Essve and Luna, we share 
the same password in all companies, provided you have the same globalID. If you 
have forgotten your password, you can change it by clicking forgot password at the 
login box. Read more under chapter 1. 
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7.1.3 Login problems and changing passwords for other users 
Under "My pages" and the User Management section "Organizations and users", you 
as an administrator can manage another user's account. If a user tries to log in with 
an incorrect password 9 times, the account is locked. Check the user in the list if it is 
disabled. Click on the orange icon and then select Activate. 
 

 
 
Now change the password for the user by clicking on the user's name in the user list. 
Enter new password and save the change. 
 

 
 
 
 
7.2 Order 
7.2.1 Order history 
Here you can find previously placed orders 3 months ago (in the case of fully 
delivered orders). If you want to search for previously completed orders, you can do 
this by entering a date range and clicking filter - then you will get previous orders. In 
the case of undelivered orders, they are shown 2 years ago. 
 
By clicking on an order number, you can see the entire order under “Order details”. 
You can find Shipments by clicking on "Shipments" and shipment documents can be 
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found under resp. shipment (where there is an agreement with the carriers). The 
green plop shows the status that the order has been invoiced. Code R = Remaining 
listed order line exists. Username is displayed for the person who placed the order 
(note that the order must be placed via e-commerce. If the username is empty, the 
order is placed in a different way. In the case of a refill order, only the username of 
the person who created the order first is displayed. 
 

 
 
7.2.2 Search order rows 
Here you can search for order rows either based on marking, item number or “only 
back orders”. 

 
 
7.2.3 Deliveries 
Here you will find deliveries with links to transport ID and shipments. Saved for 2 
months. 
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7.2.4 Order template 
Here you will find your created order templates and you can upload a csv file. To 
upload a csv file - do as following: 

1. Open up excel and create your list of items. Write item 
number,quantity,marking. No space between the comma, the quantity and 
marking. See picture below. 

2. Note that the beginning of item number must contain a 0 (if the item nr starts 
with a 0). E.g. if you enter item no. 064961510 in excel you must be careful 
that excel does not delete the initial 0. 

3. Save as CSV (comma separated) file. 
4. Upload the file in e-commerce. Check the upload status. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Above you can see how the CSV file should look like. (Itemnr,quantity) 
 
Click on the menu in the right column and select Add to basket to add to the 
shopping cart. By clicking the name of your order template, you can view and adjust 
the items.
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7.2.5 Saved orders 
 
If you temporarily want to work with two different shopping carts, you can save your 
order to keep them separate. But usually it´s better to use order templates. 

 
 
7.2.6 Order confirmation 
Order confirmations (pdf) are saved for 2 months. Open the file by clicking on the file 
name. Order confirmations will not be seen here for customers who have EDI. 
 
7.2.7 Invoices 
Invoices (pdf) are saved for 2 months. 
 
7.3 Returns & Complaints 
 
7.3.1 Report incorrect delivery 
Type manually what is incorrectly delivered. All fields are mandatory.  
 
7.3.2 Report claim 
Search via article number or order number to advertise articles. Click on the + sign in 
the right column to add an article to the complaint. Fill in the reason for the complaint. 
 
The Art.nr field gives hits on items that are purchase items, etc. that are not 
available in the e-commerce. In this box you have to fill in all the numbers and click 
Search. 
 
Advanced search shows hits on items that are only available in e-commerce. 
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7.3.3 Apply for a return 
Same as above (report claim). 
 
7.3.4 Current returns/claims 
Here you find ongoing case. 
 

 
 
7.4 User management 
Under My pages and "User Management" and the "Organizations and users" section, 
you can manage various settings for users in your organization. You can add new 
users and disable old users. If you manage more than one organization, for example 
if you have end customers, you can manage these here as well. You fill in the 
customer number or display in the drop-down list and then click search to display 
posted users for the respective customer number. If you have many users in your list, 
you can combine the customer number/organization with, for example, first name or 
last name. 
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7.4.1 Organizations and Users 
 
7.4.1.1 Create new user 
To create a new user, click on "Create user". Here you fill in information and the 
user's email address. When you have filled in the correct email address, an email is 
generated to the email address so that the person can set their own password. 
 

 
 
 
 

7.4.1.2 Change password on a user 
Click on a user in the list. Enter a new password and save the changes. 
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7.4.1.3 Different roles of a user 
You can set different rights on a user. Click a user in the list that you want to 
manage. 
 

 
 
Administrator - Can create new users and “Buy for” others in the same organization. 
Alternative delivery addresses - The user shall only be allowed to choose a 
delivery address from a predefined list set up by an administrator under "User 
management" and "Administer delivery addresses". This is when the delivery 
address deviates from the customer's regular delivery address. Eg at different 
projects in different locations. 
Hidden prices – The user cannot see net prices or discounts in the account (can 
only see RRP). 
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No order – The user cannot send the order but can see a “Request approval” button 
in the shopping cart instead. More information below in chapter Request approval. 
Order marking – Users must fill in an order marking on the order header. 
Customer unique assortment – When a customer unique assortment has been set 
up in Skydda's ERP, this role will appear as an option. When you check this, the user 
will only be able to shop and see the customer-unique assortment and nothing else 
when logged in. 
 

 
 
 
 
7.4.1.4 Request approval 
The role "No order" in User management generate another button in shopping cart. 
When the user comes to the shopping cart, there is no “Send” button but a “Request 
approval” button instead. By clicking this button, a prescribed e-mail will be 
generated.  
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The user can fill in the e-mail to the person (manager) who will give approval to the 
order. The manager uses the function "Buy for" for the requested user and goes to 
the shopping cart and send the order or delete it if the order is denied. 
 
7.5 Administer delivery addresses 
Under "User Management" and the "Manage delivery address" section, you can set 
up predefined lists of where the goods should be sent. This is useful for, for example, 
various project constructions where the goods are to be sent directly to the 
construction site in the locality. You can easily add new delivery addresses and 
remove old ones. 
 

 
 
 
You can then impose requirements on certain users that they must always select a 
delivery address from a selectable list. This list appears under "Alternative delivery 
address" in the shopping cart. Please note that the customer must have a certain 
order type to be able to get this as a selectable option in the shopping cart. 
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8 ”Buy for” function 
As an administrator, and when logged in, you will find the function "Buy for" in the 
header of the site.  
 
The function is used by help another user to add items to the shopping cart. For 
those organizations that needs approval of their order, they will use the feature “Buy 
for” to approve the order or deny it. 
 
8.1 "Buy for" in case of request approval 
 
You can search by username (email), first name, last name or organization 
(customer number or name). 
The list shows all users in the organization. You can combine username, first name 
or last name together with customer number or organization name. 
 

 
 
You always must select a user from the list to see information of the customer. 
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Go to the cart and LOCK the cart to handle someone else's order. 
 

 
 
When you have sent off the order, the shopping cart will automatically be unlocked 
without you having to do anything. 
 
 
8.2 “Buy for” by creating a shopping cart for the user 
Select the "Buy for" feature and go to the cart and LOCK the cart to handle someone 
else's order. 
 

 
 
Add a suggestion of items to the user in their own shopping cart. Then hand over the 
shopping cart to the user without sending the order. You do this by unlocking the 
shopping cart again. By unlocking the shopping cart, you hand it back to the user, 
who can then send in their own order. 
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9 Net price on/off-function 
 
There is a function to quickly turn off the “Net Prices” on the article page. This 
function is mainly used in stores when the retailer wants to show a customer an item 
without showing their own purchase prices. This function you can find in the menue 
My account when you have logged in. By clicking on Net price: On you turn off the 
net price (It will look like below Net price: off). Net price: Off means that net prices 
are off. 
 

 
 
 
On the item page there will be hidden prices and discounts. But you can still see 
warehouse quatity. 
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10 Show a limited assortment to the user 
 
If you want to limit the logged-in user to only be able to shop from a certain 
assortment, you can limit the selection of products for the logged-in user. By setting 
up an article list in our ERP that is a selection specific to the customer, i.e. customer-
tailored assortment, we can help the customer choose the right one. When the list 
has been set up by Skydda's MDM team, a flag (small figure) will be seen on the 
articles in the e-commerce. 
 

 
 
A user's rights can be controlled using “hard” or “soft” control. 
 
10.1 Hard control on the user 
When you have created a customer-unique assortment for the customer in Skydda's 
ERP, the labeling is sent over to the e-commerce. As mentioned above, there is a 
small flag on the product card if it is part of the customer-unique assortment. If you 
want to the user to only see and be able to buy from the customer-unique 
assortment, check the role "Only customer-unique assortment" on My pages/User 
management. 
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Both the menu and product listings will be adjusted and limited based on the 
customer assortment. The menu only shows the categories and product groups that 
are part of the customized assortment. 
 

 
 
10.2 Soft control of the user 
When you have created a customer-unique assortment for the customer in Skydda's 
ERP, the labeling is sent over to the e-commerce. As mentioned above, there is a 
small flag on the product card if it is part of the customer-unique range. With soft 
control on the user, the user can choose to filter the customer-unique assortment 
through a slider in the "My assortment" header. When you check this, it filters out 
only my assortment. Can easily be unchecked to see the total range. 
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11 End customer solution 
 
A retailer can get their own login to Skydda's e-commerce and let their customers 
shop directly. The workflow is described below: 
 
1. Your end customers are registered in our business system 
A retailer provides information about the end customers they want to setup as an end 
customer. Rec. price is shown by default for the end customer. Email addresses 
is set up to send order confirmations, both to the retailer and to the end customer. 
Order type is set according to agreement and the retailer decides whether delivery 
will be sent to retailer or directly to the end customer. 
 
2. Create a user account on skydda.com 
When the end customer is registered in the business system, an administrator 
account can be created. Once the account is created, the end customer can add 
multiple user accounts within their organization if this has been assigned 
administrator right. Otherwise, retailer handles this for the end customer. 
 
3. Optionally: Create unique assortment 
It is possible, if you wish, to give the end customer a unique assortment to shop from, 
e.g. certain brands or certain product groups. Contact us and we will help to set it up. 
The retailer chooses whether the customer should see our entire range or just the 
customer-unique assortment. This can be controlled at the user level. In this way, 
e.g. purchasing manager for a customer can be able to see the whole assortment, 
while individual users only can see the limited assortment. Unique assortment is 
marked with a small symbol. Those users who have “soft” control, i.e. rights to see 
the entire assortment can easily switch between seeing the entire assortment or only 
the customer-unique. Read more under chapter 10. 
 
4. Order confirmation 
When the end customer makes a purchase, an order confirmation is sent, via e-mail, 
both to the retailer and directly to the end customer. The retailer can control what his 
customers are buying. 
On the order confirmation, it is the end customer's price that is shown (recommended 
price). 
 
5. Invoice 
The invoice always goes directly to the retailer, with their agreed prices and 
discounts. Then retailer invoices the end customer according to its own agreed prices 
with the end customer. 
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12 Punch out 
 
Do you have a business system that you want to integrate with our e-commerce to 
facilitate your purchasing work? By using our punch out solution, you get an 
opportunity for you as a customer to work in your own purchasing system with the 
help of skydda.com. You get a link that you receive from us and goes via your 
purchasing system to skydda.com and "collect" all the order lines to your own 
system. 
 
This is how it works: 
 
1. Via a link that you receive from us, you go via your purchasing system in to 
skydda.com. Instead of directly submitting the order into our business system, you 
"collect" all order lines into your own system. 
 
2. After your internal attest, you forward the order to us via EDI or pdf. 
 
3. You avoid register maintenance, maintenance of article information and price lists. 
 
4. Possibility to adapt a customer-unique assortment that must be purchasable. 
 
We use the OCI standards, and the customer adapts input values to Skydda's e-
commerce and output values back to the "Punch Out system". The user who 
connects is logged in as a generic user from a scrolling list. The number of users you 
get depends on how many people you think may be in our e-com at the same time. 
When you finish your session, the user you had is now available for another user and 
the current shopping cart is cleared. 
 
‘
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